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A Low-Power VGA Vision Sensor with Embedded
Event-Detection for Outdoor Edge Applications
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Abstract—We report on a low-power VGA vision sensor embedding event-detection capabilities targeted to battery-powered
vision processing at the edge. The sensor relies on an always-on
Double-Threshold Dynamic Background Subtraction algorithm
(DT-DBS). The resulting motion bitmap is de-noised, projected
along xy-axes of the array of pixels and filtered to robustly detect
moving targets even in noisy outdoor scenarios. The chip operates
in Motion Detection (MD), applied on a QQVGA sub-sampled
image, looking for anomalous motion in the scene at 344µW ,
and in Imaging Mode (IM), delivering full resolution gray-scale
images with associated Local Binary Pattern (LBP) coding and
motion bitmaps at 8f ps and 1.35mW . The 4µm pixel vision
sensor is manufactured in a 110nm 1P4M CMOS and occupies
25.4mm2 .
Index Terms—Low-power vision sensors, motion detection,
background-subtraction, event-detection, local binary pattern.

I. I NTRODUCTION

L

OW power consumption and energy management are of
main importance for long-lasting battery-powered sensor
nodes. This issue is even more challenging for vision systems
at the edge, where visual tasks are executed close to the sensor,
given the large amount of information to be managed in realtime and with a limited energy budget.
Recently, some image sensors have been reported performing
very low power consumption [1–9] in the order of tens of
µW . Nevertheless, in such sensors, off-chip image processing
and wireless communication still remain the main sources
of power consumption, placed about one or two orders of
magnitude above that one of the sensor, therefore they should
be used carefully. One approach in this direction is to limit the
use of these resources only when really needed, triggered by
events occurring in the scene. Here, the most straightforward
solution is to provide the image sensor with event detection
capabilities so that it generates an alert signal switching ON
the external processor, which is normally in idle state, to
execute further visual processing. In this regard, different
techniques of trigger on-motion have been implemented to
activate the external computing resources and to enhance
the system energy efficiency [1–5] Nevertheless, the main
drawbacks in this approach are the custom pixel design and the
reduced performance against the software-based algorithmic
counterpart. In fact, while analog processing might be very
compact and energy-efficient, the algorithm programmability
is very limited as well as its performance, reducing the sensor
node reliability and its lifetime. This is especially true in outdoor applications, where the event-detection algorithm needs
to cope with noisy scenarios, with the risk of generating a
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large rate of false positives, that activate the external processor
uselessly with a dramatic increase of the system average
power consumption. The typical approach of published vision sensors with embedded event-detection rely on simple
motion detection algorithms, like Frame Difference (FD) and
Background Subtraction (BS), that are easy to be implemented
on chip but often unreliable for most real applications. Here,
we describe a vision sensor for real-time event detection in
outdoor scenarios [10]. The sensor embeds a double-threshold
dynamic background subtraction algorithm (DT-DBS), running
continuously and performing motion detection with energy
constraints and it is connected to an external processor which
is activated only when a potential event is revealed. While
sensors embedding FD and BS exhibit very low-power performance, this work achieves an accurate detection of the
event with a low rate of false positives and limited power
resources. Based on this result, we aim at introducing a novel
framework for the evaluation of low-power sensors, taking into
consideration not only their standalone energy efficiency but
also their performance in real-world applications. From this
point of view, the proposed sensor outperforms other devices
in the state-of-the-art. This work focuses on the architecture
and performance of the chip-embedded algorithm rather than
on the image sensor performance. Although a standard 3T
pixel was used, this implementation is fully compliant with a
Pinned Photo-Diode (PPD) imager.
The paper outlines as follows. Section II and III describe
respectively the chip-embedded algorithm and the overall
sensor architecture with its basic building blocks. Section IV
presents the experimental results and compares the sensor with
similar devices from electrical and functional point of view.
Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. D OUBLE -T HRESHOLD DYNAMIC BACKGROUND
S UBTRACTION AND E VENT D ETECTION
Detecting an event in a video means to identify one or
more objects that change their position or appearance over
time, i.e. over a sequence of frames. This operation is of great
importance for many applications, such as video-surveillance,
human behaviour understanding and monitoring, traffic control, robot navigation, and it is particularly challenging because
of the wide range of circumstances under which an event can
be observed. Variations of the illumination, shadows, noisy
acquisitions, changes of perspective and of the motion speed,
occlusions, complex and dynamic backgrounds are some of
the many factors that must be taken into account to develop a
robust algorithm for event detection. BS and FD are two popular methods for which several on-chip implementations exist
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[1–4, 6–8]. BS [11] performs event detection by subtracting
each frame from a reference image, which models the static
environment of the event and which is usually updated across
the video in order to manage possible ambient changes. Any
pixel whose intensity value is significantly different from the
corresponding background intensity value is labeled as motion
pixel. Mathematically, the motion map H is a binary image
defined as follows [11]:
(
1 if d(V (i), B(i)) > T H
(1)
H(i) =
0 otherwise
where i is a pixel, V is a frame, B is the background image,
d is a function measuring intensity differences and T H is a
pre-defined threshold. In the simplest BS implementation, d is
the absolute value of the difference between V (i) and B(i).
In this case, the on-chip implementation requires a digital
frame buffer to store the background image B for long terms
in order to be compared with the current frames. A main
drawback of BS is its sensitivity to background variations and
noise, that often occur in outdoor scenarios. To overcome these
issues, more sophisticated methods have been developed, such
as adaptive background subtraction techniques, statistic-based
approaches, multiple thresholds for motion detection [12–16]
FD can be considered as a special case of BS. In fact, FD
defines the motion pixels through the conditional equation
(1) but replaces the background image B with a frame V 0
consecutive to V . The equation (1) with B = V 0 can be
implemented on silicon in a straightforward way, with low
power consumption and with low area occupancy. In this
case, FD is much more efficient than BS since it does not
require to build, save and update a background model. FD
is generally more robust to changes of the environment than
BS, that needs to be updated accordingly, but as a drawback,
it is very sensitive to the frame rate, to the speed of the
moving objects and to noise. As a result, in many real-world
applications, FD produces a lot of false positives representing a
critical parameter especially in energy-efficient systems. Better
performance is generally achieved by temporal difference
approaches, where any frame V is compared with two or
more consecutive frames, e.g. [17], and by block-wise frame
difference methods, where the frame differences are computed
between image patches instead of pixels, e.g. [18].
Statistical analysis, optical flow information, additional features and post-processing algorithms are also employed to
improve the results both on BS and FD [19–21], while
some works even propose to combine BS and FD, e.g. [22].
Nevertheless, the computational pipeline of such approaches
is extremely hard to be embedded on a low-power sensor with
memory constraints.
To overcome the mentioned limitations, this work proposes
a novel vision sensor architecture that embeds a DT-DBS
algorithm for the real-time detection of moving objects in
grey-level videos depicting indoor and outdoor scenarios. The
background is here continuously modelled at each pixel by two
thresholds, which update over time. A pixel is thus detected as
motion pixel, or hot pixel, if its intensity value falls out of the
range bounded by the two thresholds. The resulting motion
label map is de-noised through programmable morphological
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filters applied on the image and on the horizontal and vertical
projections of the motion pixels. When the sensor detects
sufficiently large regions of motion pixels, it generates an
alarm that is sent to the external processor for further actions.
Despite the hardware implementation of the algorithm requires
additional resources and hardware overhead compared with
standard FD and BS algorithms, it has been proved to provide
a more reliable result, characterized by a very low rate of false
positives, especially in outdoor scenarios. This means that the
external processor connected to the sensor is turned ON only
when the probability of a real alert is high, granting a highly
efficient energy management.
A. Double-Threshold Dynamic Background Subtraction
In the proposed algorithm, the background is represented by
two thresholds VM ax and VM in , associated to each pixel and
updated at each frame. Let Vi be the intensity value at the pixel
Pi and let VM axi and VM ini be the corresponding threshold
values in the background model. The operating principle of

Fig. 1: Operating principle of the sensor embedded DT-DBS. In this case,
the pixel voltage Vi changes abruptly while VM axi and VM ini approach Vi
at two different speeds, according to (2) and (3).

the DT-DBS algorithm of Fig. 1 is described by (2) and (3),
which regulate the two thresholds update (VM axi , VM ini ):
if Vi − VM axi > 0 then VM axi ← VM axi + ∆OP EN ,
if Vi − VM axi ≤ 0 then VM axi ← VM axi − ∆CLOSE ,
if Vi − VM ini < 0 then VM ini ← VM ini − ∆OP EN ,
if Vi − VM ini ≥ 0 then VM ini ← VM ini + ∆CLOSE ,

(2)
(3)

while (4) defines the conditions for Pi to be hot (HPi = 1),
i.e. whose changes are anomalous compared to its past history:
(Vi − VM ini < −∆HOT )||(Vi − VM axi > ∆HOT ),

(4)

where ∆OP EN , ∆CLOSE and ∆HOT are user-defined algorithm parameters. VM axi and VM ini act as two low-pass
filters of Vi and have asymmetric behaviours, according to
their position with respect to Vi . Their asymmetric behaviour
generates a grey-zone between the two thresholds inside which
the pixel is considered normal (CLOSE). If the pixel is outside
the safe-zone (OPEN) and sufficiently far from it, as stated by
(4), it is labeled as hot pixel (HPi =1).
B. Post-Processing
The DT-DBS algorithm allows the tuning of the sensitivity
of the mechanism that generates the hot pixels so that after
a certain time, repetitive intensity variations are ignored.
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Variations of the pixel signal caused by moving patterns, such
as waves or leaves in the wind, are therefore suppressed after
a certain number of frames. More precisely, the time response
of the algorithm can be tuned according with the dynamics
of the scene. Although this algorithm requires slightly larger
computing resources than FD and BS, it is more efficient in
suppressing noise produced by irrelevant events such as repetitive motion, which is peculiar of outdoor scenarios. Removing
noise at the early stage of image processing allows to discount
the computational burden of post-processing algorithms. Nevertheless, our experiments showed that further denoising of
the hot pixel map is in general necessary. In our sensor, this
operation is performed on-chip by a programmable erosion
filter applied on a 3x3 pixel kernel, that removes isolated
pixels as well as small connected components. The userdefined erosion threshold must take into account the distance
of the sensor from the acquired scene, the characteristics of
the scene itself (e.g. forests, urban places) and of the objects
to be detected in (e.g. cars, humans). By default, the erosion
threshold is fixed to 1 pixel. This value performs well in most
of our experiments. After the erosion operation, the resulting
hot pixels are projected along the vertical and horizontal
axes of the image. These x- and y- projections PX and PY
are designed to remove horizontal or vertical wired regions,
thus they prevent the alarm generation in case of images
containing only sparse linear, tiny aggregations of pixels as
those produced for instance by see waves. Therefore, PX
and PY act as an additional de-noising filter. In the proposed
sensor, PX and PY are stored as 1D vectors and scanned
to identify their maximum numbers of contiguous pixels DX
and DY . These values undergoes a test to verify the following
condition:

detects the motion map by computing the map D of the pixelwise absolute distances between two subsequent frames V1
and V2 , smoothing D by a Gaussian filter on a 3×3 kernel
and thresholding the result so that only pixels in V2 with
a smoothed intensity difference above 2 intensity levels are
retained. BS implements the method in [23], that detects events
by a statistical analysis. The background is modeled by a
Gaussian mixture model that is iteratively updated over time
and a pixel is labeled as a motion one if its probability density
function does not match that of the background. For each
video, the resulting binary motion maps output by our sensor,
FD and BS are up-scaled back to VGA. From their qualitative
analysis, we observed that: (1) DT-DBS, FD, BS perform
similarly on videos characterized by a good illumination
and with well contrasted objects (see Fig. 2(a)), while their
accuracy on event detection decreases in case of low-light or
saturation (see Fig. 2(b)); (2) FD is usually more noisy than
BS and DT-DBS, especially when removing the Gaussian filter
(see Fig. 2(c)); (3) the performance of BS strongly depends on
the background model and on the procedure updating it (see
Fig. 2(d)). Some videos showing the motion maps computed
by DT-DBS, FD and BS are available starting from the webpage http://tev.fbk.eu/node/183. As a general conclusion, we
observe that DT-DBS is more adequate than FD and BS for
detecting moving objects in outdoor noisy scenarios.
III. S ENSOR A RCHITECTURE

where TXL , TXH and TYL , TYH are the target constrains,
stored in the on-chip REGISTERS and usually related to the
aspect ratio of the objects to be detected. If DX and DY do
not satisfy the condition (5), then no alarm is generated since
the moving pixels do not match with the expected size of the
objects to be detected.

The vision sensor architecture, shown in Fig. 3, embeds
a VGA imager with column-level readout (Amplifiers) and
Analog-to-Digital Conversion (ADCs), a processing layer
(Processors) executing DT-DBS, to generate the hot pixel
motion bitmap through two-thresholds/pixel (Vmax, Vmin),
stored in the 6T SRAM and updated at every frame. Residual
noise in the motion bitmap is cleaned up by a programmable
erosion filter (Erosion Filter) applied over a 3x3 pixel kernel
to deliver the final bitmap, which is also used to build the
two projection vectors (x-Projection, y-Projection) generating
the alert signal to trigger the external processor. Algorithm
parameters and other sensor settings are stored into the 16 x
8b registers (REGISTERS).

C. DT-DBS versus FD and BS

A. Imager

The DT-DBS algorithm has been tested on a dataset of 40
gray-level VGA videos in comparison with FD and BS. The
videos used in these experiments depict differently lighted
outdoor scenarios with moving cars, people and bikes. The
brightness of these videos, computed as the average of the
frame brightness over time, vary from 52 to 192 levels of
intensity, corresponding to low-light and very lighted outdoor
scenarios, captured respectively in a shadowed environment
and in an open space at noon. The DT-DBS algorithm, as
embedded in the chip, has been simulated through a software
implemented in C++. Such a software, that exactly reproduces
the sensor response, enables a fair, real-time comparison of our
DT-DBS approach with two algorithms exploiting FD and BS
respectively. In this comparative analysis, FD and BS take as
input a VGA video and under-sample it to a QQVGA. FD

The imager consists of a VGA rolling shutter array of 3T
4µm pixels. The column-level single-slope ADCs have a pitch
of 8µm, therefore the 640 channels have been split into two
320 x 2 channels, placed at the top and bottom sides of
the array, serving odd and even columns respectively. Each
320-channels ADC block has its own ramp generator. Under
Motion Detection (MD), the always-on DT-BSMD is applied
on a 120 x 160 pixels image (QQVGA, obtained subsampling
the VGA array. This means that, while the top-side ADC is
OFF, only half bottom-side ADC bank works (i.e. 160 channels
are ON) to guarantee the motion detection algorithm to be
continuously active, while minimizing the power consumption
of the sensor. In Imaging Mode (IM), the sensor delivers full
resolution VGA image (DATA) by multiplexing the two 8b
outputs (GREY T/GREY B).

(TXL < DX < TXH ) ∧ (TYL < DY < TYH ),

(5)
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Fig. 2: Comparison among DT-DBS, FD and BS algorithms. The different motion bitmaps have been obtained through simulations of some gray-level
videos of outdoor scenarios. (a) on videos characterized by good light conditions and containing well contrasted objects, the three method perform similarly;
(b) in case of low-light all the algorithms perform poorly, loosing parts of the objects of interest or returning very noisy motion maps; (c) differently form
DT-DBS, on this video containing saturated pixels, FD and BS do not detect the moving object while return noise; (d) BS performs worse than DT-DBS and
FD due to a non appropriate background model.

comparator switches and Vout increases toward Vdd sampling
the content of the digital counter COUNT B onto the 8b
latches completing the conversion.
C. Column-Level Processor

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the VGA vision sensor architecture.
B. Column-Level Amplifier
Fig. 4 shows the column-level single-slope ADC with the
pixel readout and its timing diagram. After row selection
(Rsel=EN=H), the pixel voltage Vp is stored onto capacitor
C1, with Sch=H and S=H, while the output voltage of amplifier
is precharged to Vpre. Then C1 is connected to the input of
the amplifier (S=L), integrating charge onto C2 with a 2x gain.
In a second phase, the pixel is reset and its value Vrst=VDDR
is stored onto C1 (S=H), with inverted polarity Sch=L. Then,
C1 is connected to the amplifier, subtracting the reset charge
from the charge stored on C2. The resulting voltage at the
output of the amplifier will be: V pre − 2 × (V rst − V p).
The pixel readout phase has now concluded and the amplifier
is converted into a voltage comparator by opening the feedback
loop (PRE=H) and connecting the terminal of C2 to the
voltage ramp (Vramp). Since Vramp starts with its high
value (Vh), the node A is pulled-up abruptly, unbalancing the
comparator, which pulls down Vout. The decreasing voltage
ramp, generated by the DAC B, can now start, pushing node
A down toward ground. As soon as node A reaches Vref, the

The processing layer executes the DT-DBS on a subsampled image (120 x 160 pixel), as described in [10].
The output is a motion bitmap that is cleaned-up by the
programmable erosion filter. The final bitmap is used to build
the x-,y-projection vectors that are used to generate the alert
signal. The DT-DBS, depicted in Fig. 1 and described by (2),
(3) and (4), is implemented in a mixed-mode (analog-digital)
by partially exploiting the single-slope ADC operations to
compare Vi (4) with the two thresholds and to check if
the pixel is inside (CLOSE) or outside (OPEN) the grayzone and to verify the HP conditions. To complete the DTDBS, (3) must be executed on the same pixel. This would
require either to duplicate the electronics, exploiting the same
voltage ramp, or to run twice the ramp executing (2) and (3)
sequentially on the same row. However, both solutions imply
a large overhead, the first on silicon area, with column-level
processor pitch constraints, the second on time and power
consumption. To address this issue, we made the assumption
that neighbouring pixels have similar behaviours. Therefore,
to simplify the implementation, we applied (2) on a pixel Pi,j
while (3) on Pi+1,j , so that we avoid to operate the voltage
ramp twice per pixel, exploiting instead the regular image
readout operation of the ADC, thus reducing power consumption and avoiding additional circuitry. Experimental results,
demonstrated that this assumption is more than acceptable.
Moreover, the binary output of the two operations, executed
on Pi,j and Pi+1,j , are put in OR, turning into the final pixel
status (HPi,j ). The advantage of exploiting the ADC voltage
ramp to partially implement the DT-DBS algorithm, is that
it simplifies the required electronics: the 8b comparison is
made with an identity comparator using 8 XORs in OR; the
voltage difference Vi − VM axi (Eq. 4) is done with a binary
counter, which is activated only under OPEN conditions.
For each selected pixel, the processor retrieves one of the
two thresholds (VM ax /VM in ) from the SRAM while, after
signals comparison, the threshold is updated with ∆OP EN or
∆CLOSE and restored into the memory.
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2*(Vref -Vp )
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Fig. 4: Schematic of the single-slope ADC where, after the pixel readout, the chopper amplifier is converted into a comparator as part of the ADC. On the
right, the timing diagram of the pixel readout (TREAD ), ADC (TADC ), threshold update (TU P ) and data dispatching (TOU T ) is shown for a sensor frame
rate of 8fps.

an object from another and to reject false positives. Of course,
the specific values of these features depend on features like
the distance of the sensor from the acquired scene and the
sensor focal length. In most applications, this information is
available and can be employed to set up the variability ranges
of the size and the aspect ratio for a set of objects of interest,
like cars, humans, boats and so on.

Fig. 5: Schematic of the circuit for alert generation relying on the HP XY
projections.

D. Programmable Erosion Filter
The 120 x 160 pixel raw motion bitmap, generated by
(2), (3) and (4), is de-noised by a programmable 3x3 pixel
kernel erosion filter. Generic filter is applied on pixel Pi,j
whose binary value is stored in Hi,j . The pixels of the three
consecutive rows and same j-th column (Hi−1,j , Hi,j , Hi+1,j )
are summed together and the result is summed to those of
the (j-1)-th and to those of (j+1)-th columns, providing a 4b
output Q(0:3). The final result is compared with the userdefined threshold NH(0:3), stored in one of the REGISTERS
of Fig. 3:


j+1 X
i+2
X
if (Hi,j = 1)∧
Hh,k  ≥ N H → HPi,j = 1 (6)
k
j−1

i

h

The 160 erosion filters provide a motion bitmap to generate
the alert signal and to be sent off-chip for further processing.
E. Alert Generation
At each row, the detected HPs contribute to the generation
of two x-y motion projection vectors (Fig. 3). These vectors
are low-pass filtered and binarized with the two user-defined
thresholds DX and DY . ALARM is generated only when the
HPs form a region of a certain size and aspect ratio, which is
defined by the constraints of (5). The size and the aspect ratio
of an object are geometric features that may help to distinguish

F. Local Binary Patterns
Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) [24] are visual features encoding directional local contrasts over a pre-defined image patch.
They capture local micro-structures of the image, like e.g.
edges, corners, flat regions, lines, and codify them in binary
vectors. LBPs and their distribution of the image are widely
employed in many machine vision applications, such as texture
analysis [25], face detection [26], and hand gesture recognition
[27]. For this reason, despite the LBPs are here not involved
in the event detection, we decided to embed their computation
of the proposed chip and to deliver them to the processor for
further visual tasks. Mathematically, the LBPs are defined as
follows. Let x be a pixel and let y1 , . . . , yN be N pixels equispaced over a circumference centered at x and with radius R.
The LBP code at x is the vector
LBPC (x) = [s(V (y1 ) − V (x)), . . . , s(V (yN ) − V (x))], (7)
where V is a frame and s is the function such that s(t) = 1
if t ≤ 0, while s(t) = 0 otherwise. For any j = 1, . . . , N , the
pixel yj has coordinates R(cos 2π/N, sin 2π/N ): when these
coordinates do not fall on integer number, the intensity value of
yj is interpolated by considering its neighbors. By definition,
the LBP code is invariant against changes of the illuminant
intensity and thus against shadows. Invariance against rotations
of 2πh
N (h ∈ Z) degrees can be obtained by a circular bitwise
cyclic shift of the entries of LBPC (x). The LBP code is often
mapped on a single integer number, that we call LBP value
and is obtained as follows:
N
X
LBP (x) =
2j s(P (j) − P (x)).
(8)
j=1

Some sensors embedding the LBP computation have been
recently developed. For instance, the works [28] and [29]
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propose two low-power sensors that compute the LBPs on a
3×3 window respectively along the directions kπ/2 and kπ/4,
with k ∈ Z. As for the sensor described in [29], the LBP codes
computed by the sensor proposed here differ from the standard
ones defined in [30] in the geometry of the pixel neighborhood,
which is a square instead of a circle. This choice avoids to
interpolate the intensity value of any pixel with not integer
coordinates. For any x, the proposed sensor considers a 5×5
window centered at x and computes the code LBP (x) by
comparing the intensity of x with the intensities of the pixels
displaced as shown in Figure 3. The use of the 5×5 windows
enables the exploration of a wider region than that considered
in [28] and [29] and it is also compliant with the architectural
characteristics of the proposed sensor. Precisely, the LBP
codes are computed by the sensor pixel-by-pixel during the
read-out phase and then output along with the gray level image
by simply multiplexing the 8b output bus of Fig. 3 (DATA),
with SEL0. Since odd and even pixels are read out by the
BOTTOM and TOP blocks of Fig. 3, computing LBP codes
on a 3x3 pixel kernel as in [28] and [29] is complex to be
implemented from the layout point of view. Therefore, in the
adopted solution pixels of odd/even rows and columns refer to
the 8 pixels of the kernel, as depicted in Fig. 6 c). This allows
the LBP processing to be decoupled and executed separately
by the TOP and BOTTOM blocks. The correct LBP image
readout (SEL0=H) is performed by multiplexing the output
bus (SEL1=H), in the same way as it is done for the grayscale image. Fig. 6 a) and b) show an example of grayscale
image and related LBP image directly executed by the sensor.
In comparison with the standard LBPs, the LBPs output by
the sensor have a lower level of invariance against in-plane
kπ
rotations: kπ
2 degrees versus the 4 degrees of the standard
LBPs, for any k ∈ Z. Apart from this difference, we observed
that the LBPs of the sensor and the standard ones perform
similarly on the description and matching of textured images.
In particular, this performance has been measured on a case
study, regarding the illuminant invariant texture retrieval. To
this purpose we considered the public dataset Outex [31],
consisting of 68 textures, each represented by 20 pictures
captured under three lights with color temperature T1 = 2300
K, T2 = 2856 K and T3 = 4000 K. For each pair i, j = 1, 2, 3,
i 6= j, the images acquired under Ti and those acquired under
Tj have been taken respectively as queries and references.
Therefore, the queries differ from the references only in the
illumination. Each image (query and reference) has been split
in its three color components and each component has been
described by the distribution of its LBPs values. The three
LBP distributions have been then concatenated in a single
histogram, that has been used as texture descriptor. For each
query Q, the references have been sorted from the most to
the least similar to Q. Here the similarity between Q and
any reference R was defined in terms of the L1 difference
between their descriptors: the lower this distance, the more
similar Q and R are. The accuracy on the matching was
measured by the rank ρ(Q), i.e. a parameter related to the
position of the reference R corresponding to Q in the sorted
M −P
list and measured as the ratio ρ(Q) = M −1Q , where M is
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TABLE I: Main chip characteristics
Parameter
Pixel array
Pixel pitch
Fill Factor
Column FPN
DR
SNR
Random Noise
Frame Rate
Supply voltage
Power (8fps)
Pixel Array
ADC
Digital

value
480 x 640
4 µm
49 %
0.16 %
53 dB
41 dB
2.6 mVrms
8 fps (typ.) up to 15 fps
3.3V/1.2V
MD
IM
24 µW
151.2 µW
151.8 µW
660 µW
168 µW
538.8 µW

the number of references and PQ indicates the position of R
in the ordered list. The closer ρ(Q) to one, the best is the
matching accuracy. For both the methods, the mean rank is
greater than 0.998. In the 80% of the images the ranks output
by the two methods are the same, while in the remaining 20%
they differ on average by less than the 1%, meaning that the
two LBPs computation have similar performance.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND C OMPARISON WITH
SIMILAR LOW- POWER SENSORS
Table I shows the main chip characteristics. The electrical
characteristics of the sensor have been compared with similar
recently published vision sensor chips [1-4] and reported in
Table II. It is worth noticing that, the sensor can simultaneously deliver full resolution VGA grayscale, LBP coding
and QQVGA motion bitmap. On the other side, except [1],
the Figure Of Merit (FOM) of this work is not competitive
neither in Motion (2.24nW/pixel∗f ps) nor in Imaging Modes
(549pW/pixel ∗ f ps) compared with the other sensors. In the
last two rows of Table II, the values of the power consumption
are reported for each chip, both in Imaging and Motion Modes.
The normalization was done referring each sensor to the same
amount of pixels of this work (QQVGA for MD and VGA for
IM) and to the same frame rate of 8fps.
Table III shows the required energy needed by the sensor
to execute the DT-DBS algorithm on-chip with erosion filter
and alert detection through x-y projections, compared with
the energy required to executed the same processing offchip with an external processor [32]. Due to the mixedmode implementation of the algorithm, it was not possible
to estimate the average power consumption of the processing
layer. Therefore, the total digital power of the sensor (168µW )
was used although this value is overestimated since it includes
the LBP computation, which cannot be disabled.
Moreover, we tried to compare the performance of event
detection of the sensor against those sensors based on FD.
For this purpose, we chosen a scenario in which a boat is
approaching the coast in a sunny and windy day. This scenario
is very critical since it sets severe requirements to the eventdetection. Fig. 7 reports a snapshot, extracted from a 8fps
500 frames video, acquired with the sensor setup of Fig. 9,
showing: a) the VGA grayscale image; b) the related QQVGA
motion bitmap generated by the sensor; c) a hypothetical
motion bitmap generated simulating the FD algorithm applied
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Fig. 6: a) Gray-scale image captured by the fabricated sensor with b) its LBP coding delivered by the sensor. c) 5x5 pixel kernel used to compute LBPs.
Pixel Pe refers to the neighbouring pixels Pe1-Pe8 and is computed with the Bottom-Side block, while Po refers to Po1-Po8 and is executed by the Top-Side
block of the VGA array.

TABLE II: Comparison of the electrical performance of this work with those of similar low-power vision sensors
Parameter
Technology
Pixel array
Supply Voltage
Motion resolution
Motion detect.
Alert gener.
Features extr.
Pow. cons.(Imaging)
Pow. cons (Motion)
F OMM D
F OMIM
Motion Detection
Imaging Mode

this work
Kumagai [1]
Choo [2]
Choi [3]
Kim [4]
0.11µm 1P4M
90nm 1P4M
65nm 1P3M
0.11µm 1P4M
0.11µm 1P4M
640 x 480
1536 x 2560
792 x 528
256 x 256
128 x 128
3.3V/1.2V
1.8V/1.0V
1.3V/0.8V
1.2V/0.6V
160 x 120
16 x 5
32 x 20
128 x 128
48 x 16
DT-DBS
FD + BS
FD
FD
FD
xy-projections
pixel-count
pixel count
pixel count
pixel count
Temp. change
Temp. change
Temp. change
Temp. change
Temp. change
xy-proj, LBP
HOG
1.35mW @8f ps
90mW @60f ps
392µW @5.6f ps
51µW @15f ps
29µW @19f ps
344µW @8f ps
1.1mW @10f ps
9.5µW @5.6f ps
3.31µW @15f ps
1.1µW @30f ps
FOM [Power/pixel*fps] (Motion Detection and Imaging Mode)
2.24nW
1.37µW
2.65nW
13.5pW
47.7pW
549pW
403pW
167.5pW
51.94pW
152pW
Normalized power consumption - QQVGA (MD), VGA (IM), 8fps
344µW
211mW
407µW
2.07µW
7.33µW
1.35mW
990µW
412µW
128µW
229µW

Zhong [5]
0.18µm 1P6M
256 x 216
1.2V/0.8V
128 x108
BS + FD
pixel count
Temp. change
Obj. Detection
21.14µW @15f ps
2.36µW @15f ps
11.4pW
25.5pW
1.75µW
62.7µW

TABLE III: Energy to compute the DT-DBS algorithm on-chip, with green pixels looks quite noisy so that the boat cannot
as this work does with no need of the external processor, and be even distinguished from the moving background. Plotting
off-chip implementation using the external processor [32].
the number of HPs generated by the sensor (red) and those
of the FD counterpart (green), as in Fig. 8 a), it is visible
Paramenter
Value
Sensor Power Consumption for Frame Capture 1
176 µW
that the HP activity of FD is about one order of magnitude
Image Size (Bytes)
120 x 160
larger and most of it is due to the noise. According to the
Frame Rate
8 fps
video ground truth, the moving boat is inside the scene until
2
Sensor Energy for Frame Capture
22 µJ
frame 90, generating a continuous alert. From 90 to frame
Ext. Processor Power (Sleep) (0.8V, 0.32MHz)
30 µW
Ext. Processor Power (Active) (1.0V, 150MHz)
27 mW
500, the boat is outside the scene and no event is present.
DT-DBS (QQVGA) + Alert Generation
on-chip
off-chip
The graphs of Fig. 8 b) show the alert signals generated by
Frame Transfer Time (50MHz)
384 µs
the two approaches. Starting from frame 90, while the sensor
Energy for Frame Transfer
10.4 µJ
Frame Processing Time (1.0V, 150MHz)
4.1ms
generates 5% of false alerts, the FD counterpart has 46.5% of
Sensor Avg. Power Consumption for Processing
168 µW
false positives, thus turning ON the external processor more
Processing Energy per Frame
21 µJ
111 µJ
frequently to execute image processing tasks, with a larger
Processing Energy + Sleep Energy per Frame
125 µJ
3
waste of power.
Total Energy
43 µJ
147 µJ
1 The sensor average power consumption in MD is 344µW at 8fps. The
Table V reports an estimation of the required energy per
estimated quote for image capture and A/D conversion is 176µW , while frame vision systems, based on the sensor listed in II, with
that one for embedded image processing is 168µW ;
the best FOM in MD and IM operating modes, interfaced with
2 Energy per frame capture: 176µW / 8 fps = 22µJ;
3 Energy per frame capture + frame transfer (off-chip only) + DT-DBS image the processor [32] to execute a people counting task through
processing and alert generation.
CNN [33] on alert. As expected, the energy under alert is
dominated by the processor. The total estimated energy of the
system takes into account the rate of false alerts generated
on a sub-sampled format (120 x 160 pixels) of a) and de- by the two sensors in the case of the video of Fig. 7, from
noised with the same 3x3 pixel erosion filter as that one used frame 91 to 500, where no alert should be generated. It is
in b). While the bitmap, delivered by the sensor and shown in possible to see how, in this outdoor scenario, the proposed
b) with red pixels, is very clean although the noisy scenario, approach has about 8 times better energy efficiency against
with waves and swaying vegetation, the motion bitmap in c) the FD counterpart.
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Fig. 7: a) VGA grayscale image captured with the fabricated chip; b) motion bitmap delivered by the proposed vision sensor in a real outdoor scenario; c)
motion bitmap generated simulating FD algorithm applied on the video in a) and scaled to QQVGA resolution in order to be normalized with this sensor.
d) Hot-pixel bitmap generated by traditional Background Subtraction (BS). The number of hot-pixels generated by FD and BS is much larger than that of
DT-DBS.

a)
b)
c)
Fig. 8: Hot-pixel activity of this sensor compared to the FD counterpart. The comparison refers to the video of Fig. 7. From frame 90 to 500 the boat is
outside the scene and no events should be detected; b) activity of the alert signal generated by the two approaches; c) microphotograph of the VGA sensor
measuring 25.4 mm2 .

TABLE IV: Estimated processor [32] energy per frame
needed to execute people counting task on QVGA
grayscale images at 4fps.
Paramenter
Frame rate
Grayscale Image (QVGA)
Proc. Power - Sleep - PSL
Proc. Power - FC - PF C
Proc. Power - 8 Cores - P8C
Img. Trans. Time (50MHz) - TIT
Img. Trans. Energy (EIT = PF C ∗ TIT )
Img. Proc. Time (150MHz) - TIP
Img. Proc. Energy (EIP = P8C ∗ TIP )

Value
4 fps (T = 250ms)
320 x 240
30 µW
27 mW
37 mW
1.54 ms
41.5 µJ
167 ms
6.18 mJ

a)
b)
Fig. 9: Sensor prototype: a) the vision sensor is driven by a FPGA and
interfaced with a PC through which it is possible to change the algorithm
parameters and grab grayscale videos with related motion bitmap, projection
vectors and alert; b) test setup used in outdoor scenario.

given frame rate:
(1)

z
}|
{
F OM = [SEM D + PSL ∗ T ] ∗(1 − RA )

Referring to the estimated energy per frame, reported in
Table V, (9) defines the figure of merit quantifying the energy
efficiency of an event-based vision system. The proposed FOM
takes into account the sensor’s energy per frame in the two
operating modes (MD, IM) as well as the energy per frame
associated to the external processor (Sleep and Active Modes)
to execute a desired vision task on a certain image size at a

(9)

(2)

z

}|

{

+ [SEIM + (PF C + PIM ) ∗ (TP ) + PSL ∗ (T − TP ) ∗RA
with TP = TIT + TIP (Table. IV).

The rate of alert (RA ) might be estimated simulating the chipembedded algorithm through video datasets of the use case of
interest.
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TABLE V: Estimated energy per frame of vision systems working at 4fps and based on the following
sensors interfaced with [32] and referring to the outdoor scenario of Fig. 7 (from frame 90 to 500).
Parameter
Sensor Energy (MD) 1 - SEM D
Sensor Energy (IM) 2 - SEIM
Vision Syst. Energy (MD) 3 - V SEM D
Vision Syst. Energy (IM) 4 - V SEIM
Rate of Alert - RA
Total Syst. Energy 5
1
2
3
4
5

this work
43 µJ
42.2 µJ
50.5 µJ
6.27 mJ
5%
361 µJ

Kumagai [1]
26.4 mJ
29.3 µJ
26.4 mJ
6.28 mJ
46%
17.1 mJ

Choo [2]
50.9 µJ
12.9 µJ
58.4 µJ
6.25 mJ
46%
2.91 mJ

Choi [3]
259 nJ
3.98 µJ
7.76 µJ
6.23 mJ
46%
2.87 mJ

Kim [4]
917 nJ
7.15 µJ
8.42 µJ
6.24 mJ
46%
2.87 mJ

Zhong [5]
219 nJ
1.96 µJ
7.72 µJ
6.23 mJ
46%
2.87 mJ

(SEM D = F OMM D ∗ QQV GA ∗ 4f ps)
(SEIM = F OMIM ∗ QV GA ∗ 4f ps)
V SEM D : term (1) of (9);
V SEIM : term (2) of (9);
System energy estimated with (9) and accounting for False Positives: Img. Capture+Img. Transfer+Img. Processing.

V. C ONCLUSION
A low-power VGA vision sensor has been presented embedding a custom DT-DBS technique combined with motion
bitmap projections to generate an alert in case of a moving
target in the scene. The on-chip algorithm exhibits a high
reliability in noisy outdoor scenarios, minimizing the rate of
false positives, which is one of the most critical parameters in
event-based systems. While event-based CMOS vision sensors
are typically compared only from the electrical point of
view, we demonstrated that performance evaluation should
be undertaken in an holistic way, involving sensor, external
processor and algorithm performance.
In this regard, in Tab. V we compared the estimated energy
efficiency of this work with that one of [5] by adopting the
proposed FOM (9). Although [5] has lower sensor’s FOM,
both in MD and IM, the proposed sensor exhibits about 7
times better energy performance in a noisy outdoor scenario.
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